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Crow's Cottage: A Supernatural Thriller - John
Bowen 2019-03-12
A dead man. A missing woman. A haunted
cottage. A secret hidden for thirty years... In
1988 a famous record producer took his own life
where-the-dead-walk-a-supernatural-suspense-thriller

and a woman vanished after attending a party at
Crow's Cottage. When the cottage's owner
passes away decades later, the property falls
into the hands of his nephew, who finds a
strange box hidden there. It is a replica of an
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infamous occult device called the Mephisto
Arcane. In the wake of its discovery come
sightings of an apparition. The crew of the
paranormal TV show Where the Dead Walk are
invited to investigate the haunting. They are
about to find the past guards its secrets
jealously, and that unlocking them has
consequences. The much-anticipated standalone
sequel to the Amazon international bestseller
Where the Dead Walk #1 Ghosts & Haunted
Houses - #1 Paranormal - #1 Horror - #1 Ghosts
- #1 Supernatural - #1 Occult. Pre-order before
March 29th for the discounted price of 0.99.
*Post launch price $4.99/£3.99. Praise for Where
the Dead Walk: "A roller coaster ride of
supernatural threat and adventure. We'll be
intrigued to see what more John Bowen has got
to offer us!" - The Spectral Times (a Choice Read
award) "At last, a paranormal book ... that takes
the supernatural genre and gives it a creepy and
sometimes disturbing twist... It's hard to show
what it feels like to be in a 'haunted house' in a
where-the-dead-walk-a-supernatural-suspense-thriller

book but the author does it to near perfection." Paul Stevenson, editor of Haunted Magazine. "A
great book that can still surprise you, even after
you think you've figured it all out!" - Heide
Goody, co-author of the bestselling 'Clovenhoof'
and 'Oddjobs' series. "Completely engrossing. A
great read." - Ignite.Amazon Top 1000 reviewer.
"A gripping read, full of mystery and suspense." Sarah Hardy. Amazon Top 1000 reviewer. "John
Bowen is an author to watch and I look forward
to reading more of his books." - VKG. Amazon
Top 1000 reviewer. "A brilliant novel and the
sign of a writer at the peak of his craft." - Mama
Life Magazine.
Where the Dead Walk - John Bowen
2014-08-14
The Amazon Best Seller. #1 Suspense/Occult,
#1 Supsense/Ghosts, #2 Suspense/Paranormal,
#25 Suspense as a whole. Listen to the first 10
minutes on John's author page. For some, ghosts
are no more than the wounds loved ones leave in
their wake, haunting the living only with their
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absence. Others take a more literal view... Kate
Bennett, presenter of paranormal investigation
cable TV show, 'Where the Dead Walk', isn't sure
what she believes, other than she seems cursed
to lose all those closest to her. After
investigating a neglected cliff-top house, empty
for a decade because its 'haunted', Kate is left
convinced a spirit within holds the answers to a
childhood she can't remember and an
unimaginable crime. What she can't know is that
the house's owner, Sebastian Dahl, is searching
for something too, and he intends to get it,
whatever the cost.
Dead Witch Walking - Kim Harrison
2009-10-13
The first book in #1 New York Times bestselling
author Kim Harrison's Hollows series! All the
creatures of the night gather in "the Hollows" of
Cincinnati, to hide, to prowl, to party . . . and to
feed. Vampires rule the darkness in a predatoreat-predator world rife with dangers beyond
imagining—and it's Rachel Morgan's job to keep
where-the-dead-walk-a-supernatural-suspense-thriller

that world civilized. A bounty hunter and a witch
with serious sex appeal and an attitude, she'll
bring 'em back alive, dead . . . or undead.
We Begin at the End - Chris Whitaker
2021-03-02
Winner of the Gold Dagger for Best Crime Novel
from the Crime Writers’ Association (UK) Winner
for Best International Crime Fiction from
Australian Crime Writers Association An Instant
New York Times Bestseller “A vibrant,
engrossing, unputdownable thriller that packs a
serious emotional punch. One of those rare
books that surprise you along the way and then
linger in your mind long after you have finished
it.” —Kristin Hannah, #1 New York Times
bestselling author of The Nightingale and The
Four Winds Right. Wrong. Life is lived
somewhere in between. Duchess Day Radley is a
thirteen-year-old self-proclaimed outlaw. Rules
are for other people. She is the fierce protector
of her five-year-old brother, Robin, and the
parent to her mother, Star, a single mom
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incapable of taking care of herself, let alone her
two kids. Walk has never left the coastal
California town where he and Star grew up. He
may have become the chief of police, but he’s
still trying to heal the old wound of having given
the testimony that sent his best friend, Vincent
King, to prison decades before. And he's in
overdrive protecting Duchess and her brother.
Now, thirty years later, Vincent is being
released. And Duchess and Walk must face the
trouble that comes with his return. We Begin at
the End is an extraordinary novel about two
kinds of families—the ones we are born into and
the ones we create.
Death Stalks Kettle Street - John Bowen
2016-11-08
Imagine your neighbours begin to die in a series
of accidents. Only they aren't accidents...
Someone is murdering Greg Unsworth's
neighbours and staging the deaths to look like
accidents. Greg knows the truth, but when he's
grappling with OCD and simply closing his front
where-the-dead-walk-a-supernatural-suspense-thriller

door and crossing the road are a battle, how is
he supposed to stop a serial killer? An Amazon
US Top #100 bestseller from the author of
WHERE THE DEAD WALK, VESSEL and COLD
SWEATS & VIGNETTES. Discover a murder
mystery with a difference... Meet Greg
Unsworth, afflicted with OCD, who begins to
realize a series of fatal accidents on his street
are in fact a series of murders. After
encountering Beth Grue at the scene of one such
crime, the two share their suspicions. Beth, a
local librarian, aspiring author, and a woman
who has never allowed herself to be defined by
her cerebral palsy, agrees they have to do
something. So when the police repeatedly
dismiss their concerns, they take matters into
their own hands, seek to discover the Kettle
Street killer's identity and expose him before he
claims his next victim... Praise for Death Stalks
Kettle Street: 'An exciting and compelling read. I
loved the brilliant way that disability was
explored and humanised.' - Francesca Martinez 4/25
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Award winning comedian, actress and writer. 'So
much more than your average whodunnit.' Tracy Fenton - THE Book Club,
CompulsiveReaders.com 'A book this good is no
accident.' - Iain Grant - Bestselling author. 'Will
keep you guessing all the way.' - Barbara
Copperthwaite - Bestselling crime author. What
Amazon reviewers are saying - - completely
unputdownable! Not your traditional who-dun-it,
Death Stalks Kettle Street is a character fueled
murder mystery, cleverly written, shining a
comedic insight into the quintessential English
street. - I could not put this down. And when you
think you know who did it, you will most likely
be wrong. Loved it. - Wow! I absolutely LOVED
this book! I'm always looking to be surprised by
the books that I read, I like something a little
different-a twist on the norm. And this book had
it all for me! - Brilliant, quirky and charming, I
could go on and on. John Bowen has written and
absolute corker of a book which I struggled to
put down. - Beth has cerebral palsy and Greg
where-the-dead-walk-a-supernatural-suspense-thriller

OCD, however, they complement each other and
add that much more heart to the story. I myself
have been diagnosed with OCD and found that
the subject is very accurately described and
given the respect the subject deserves. - A
gripping 'cosy' murder mystery, one of the best
I've read in a long time. An absolute must for the
fans of Agatha Christie. Well written, intelligent,
with wonderful, original characters and
unpredictable, suspenseful storyline. - What a
gem of a book! I loved the characters, the plot,
the beautiful prose - just everything! - A
thoroughly enjoyable read, with many jaw
dropping moments. - I love both quirky reads
and old fashioned 'cosy crime' novels; this is a
brilliant combining of the two to give a modern
challenging 'whodunnit' puzzle with some
fabulous lead characters. It has some great
twists and turns, enough convincing 'suspects'
for you to consider but I think Greg and Beth are
the real stars of this book. - So much more than
just a murder/mystery book. Full of wonderful
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characters! - a brilliant murder mystery that
keeps you guessing right until the end. With lots
of twists and wonderful character moments
throughout this is a book I won't easily forget. If you are a sucker for a great 'who dunnit' that
keeps you guessing right until the end then this
is definitely one for you - BUT this book is so
much more than that!!
Widow's Walk - Wendy Webb 2020-02-26
Escaping a troubled marriage, Annie Cameron
brings her autistic son Charlie and mother-in-law
to Mico Island. With the friendship of Winston
Mann and his wife, their new home becomes a
sanctuary. Until the dreams start. Years ago the
Manns' son mysteriously drowned. Winston
thinks the woman who once lived in Annie's
house caused his death. Except she's been dead
for two hundred years. Charlie and his mentally
fragile grandmother sense a malevolent
presence in the house. But they don't know how
to fight back as Annie slowly becomes
possessed. Now Annie has discovered the door
where-the-dead-walk-a-supernatural-suspense-thriller

to the widow's walk and the house's dangerous
past. A storm is brewing. Someone waits to
finish what was started long ago. And Annie will
keep a promise she never made.
The Restless Dead - Deborah Noyes 2009
Presents ten stories featuring such characters
from the world of the undead as vampire
romantics, grave stalkers, and devil
worshippers, written by diverse authors which
include Holly Black, Herbie Brennan, and
Marcus Sedgwick.
Break My Heart 1,000 Times - Daniel Waters
2013-10-15
Living in the aftermath of the Event means that
seeing the dead is now a part of life, but
Veronica wishes that the ghosts would just move
on. Instead, the ghosts aren't disappearingthey're gaining power. When Veronica and her
friend, Kirk, decide to investigate why, they
stumble upon a sinister plot. One of Veronica's
high school teachers is crippled by the fact that
his dead daughter has never returned as a ghost.
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Veronica seems like the perfect body to host her.
And even if he's wrong, what's the harm in
creating one more ghost? From critically
acclaimed Generation Dead author Daniel
Waters, comes a delectably creepy and
suspenseful thriller. Break My Heart 1,000
Times will leave readers with the chills. Or is
that a ghost reading over the page?
Let the Dead Sleep - Heather Graham
2014-02-25
An Object of Desire? Or of Fear? It was stolen
from a New Orleans grave—the centuries-old
bust of an evil man, a demonic man. It's an
object desired by collectors and by those with
wickedness in their hearts. One day, its current
owner shows up at Danni Cafferty's antiques
shop on Royal Street, the shop she inherited
from her father. But before Danni can buy the
statue, it disappears and the owner is found
dead…. Michael Quinn, former cop and now
private investigator, is determined to find and
destroy this object with its long history of evil
where-the-dead-walk-a-supernatural-suspense-thriller

and even longer trail of death. He and Danni are
drawn together in their search for the missing
statue, following it through sultry New Orleans
nights to hidden places in the French Quarter
and secret ceremonies on abandoned
plantations. But Cafferty and Quinn know that
their story won't end when this case is closed
and the dead rest in peace once again.
The Broken Girls - Simone St. James
2018-03-20
A journalist uncovers the dark secrets of an
abandoned boarding school in this chilling
suspense novel from the New York Times
bestselling author of The Sun Down Motel.
Vermont, 1950. There's a place for the girls
whom no one wants—the troublemakers, the
illegitimate, the ones too smart for their own
good. It's called Idlewild Hall, and local legend
says the boarding school is haunted. Four
roommates bond over their whispered fears,
their friendship blossoming—until one of them
mysteriously disappears.... Vermont, 2014.
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Twenty years ago, journalist Fiona Sheridan's
elder sister’s body was found in the overgrown
fields near the ruins of Idlewild Hall. And
although her sister’s boyfriend was tried and
convicted of the murder, Fiona can’t stop
revisiting the events, unable to shake the feeling
that something was never right about the case.
When Fiona discovers that Idlewild Hall is being
restored by an anonymous benefactor, she
decides to write a story about it. But a shocking
discovery during renovations links the loss of her
sister to secrets that were meant to stay hidden
in the past—and a voice that won’t be silenced....
A Sense of Danger - Jennifer Estep 2021-11-16
Bestselling author Jennifer Estep serves up a
stand-alone urban fantasy adventure filled with
secrets, lies, and super spies with amazing
magical abilities. Perfect for fans of Alias, James
Bond, Jason Bourne, Nikita, and Netflix’s
Bodyguard. A SPY . . . My name is Charlotte
Locke, and I’m an analyst for Section 47, a
secret government agency that tracks terrorists,
where-the-dead-walk-a-supernatural-suspense-thriller

criminals, and other paramortal bad guys who
want to unleash their abilities on an
unsuspecting mortal world. I have a magical
form of synesthesia that senses danger and
uncovers lies—making me a stealthy operative.
I’m trudging through another day when one of
Section’s cleaners—assassins—takes an interest
in me. I don’t need my synesthesia to realize that
he is extremely dangerous and that he will do
anything to achieve his goals—even if it means
putting me in the line of fire. . . . AND AN
ASSASSIN I’m Desmond Percy, one of Section
47’s most lethal cleaners. I’m also a man on a
mission, and I need Charlotte Locke’s skills to
help me keep a promise, settle a score, and kill
some extremely bad people. Charlotte might not
like me, but we’re stuck together until my
mission is over. Still, the more time we spend
together, the more I’m drawn to her. But at
Section 47, you never know who you can
trust—or who might want you dead.
The Family Upstairs: A Novel - Lisa Jewell
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2019-08-15
Be careful who you let in... Soon after her
twenty-fifth birthday, Libby Jones returns home
from work to find the letter she’s been waiting
for her entire life. She rips it open with one
driving thought: I am finally going to know who I
am. She soon learns not only the identity of her
birth parents, but also that she is the sole
inheritor of their abandoned mansion on the
banks of the Thames in London’s fashionable
Chelsea neighborhood, worth millions.
Everything in Libby’s life is about to change. But
what she can’t possibly know is that others have
been waiting for this day as well—and she is on a
collision course to meet them. Twenty-five years
ago, police were called to 16 Cheyne Walk with
reports of a baby crying. When they arrived,
they found a healthy ten-month-old happily
cooing in her crib in the bedroom. Downstairs in
the kitchen lay three dead bodies, all dressed in
black, next to a hastily scrawled note. And the
four other children reported to live at Cheyne
where-the-dead-walk-a-supernatural-suspense-thriller

Walk were gone.
The Dead Room - Heather Graham 2018-12-01
Classic paranormal romantic suspense from the
queen of the genre! Rediscover this thrilling
world where the dead can speak, only from New
York Times bestselling author Heather Graham.
A year ago, archaeologist Leslie MacIntyre
barely survived the explosion that took the life of
her fiancé, Matt Connolly. In the long months
since, she’s slowly come to terms not only with
her loss but with her unsettling new ability to
communicate with ghosts, a dubious Ôgift’
received in the wake of her own brush with
death. Now she’s returned to lower Manhattan’s
historic Hastings House, site of the explosion, to
conquer her fears and investigate a newly
discovered burial ground. In this place restless
spirits hold the secrets not only of past injustice
but of a very real and very contemporary
conspiracy with deadly designs on the city’s
women—including Leslie herself. By night Matt
visits her in dreams, warning her and offering
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clues to the truth, while by day she finds herself
helped by—and attracted to— his flesh-and-blood
cousin Joe. Torn by her feelings for both men,
caught between the worlds of the living and the
dead, Leslie struggles against the encroaching
danger that threatens to overcome her. As she is
drawn closer to the darkness at the heart of
Hastings House, she must ultimately face the
power of an evil mind, alone in a place where not
even the men she loves can save her. Originally
published in 2007
Life with the Afterlife - Amy Bruni 2020-10-27
Star of Kindred Spirits and paranormal
investigator Amy Bruni shares stories from her
years of experiences with ghosts, organized
around thirteen truths that guide her approach
to the supernatural. Amy Bruni, co-star of
Kindred Spirits and one of the world's leading
paranormal investigators, has learned a lot
about ghosts over her years of research and
first-hand experience. Now, in Life with the
Afterlife, she shares the insight she has gleaned
where-the-dead-walk-a-supernatural-suspense-thriller

and how it has shaped her unique approach to
interacting with the spirits of the dead and those
who encounter them. From her earliest
supernatural encounters as a child, through her
years appearing on Ghost Hunters and the
creation of her company Strange Escapes, which
offers paranormal excursions to some of
America's most notoriously haunted
destinations, and into her current work on The
Travel Channel's Kindred Spirits, this book is full
of astonishing and deeply moving stories of
Amy's efforts to better understand the dead but
not yet departed. With Amy's bright humor and
fierce compassion for both those who are
haunted and those who are haunting, Life with
the Afterlife is an eye-opening look at what
connects us as people, in life and beyond. A USA
Today Bestseller
The Dead Game - Susanne Leist 2013-08
The small town of Oasis offers tourists a
promising glimpse of paradise with its sparkling
white-sand beaches, majestic coastline, and
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legendary sunsets. But suddenly, life changes in
the remote town...people begin to disappear, and
some even turn up dead on the beach.
Overnight, the town turns from a dream vacation
spot to an unsafe haven harboring dark secrets
and murder. It all begins with the mysterious
invitation to a party at End House. It is a night
that neither Linda Bennett nor her friends would
ever forget. From this night forward, they find
themselves unwillingly trapped as pawns in a
deadly game...caught in a deepening quagmire
of deceit and horror...in a power play between
good and evil. To save themselves and the town,
they must reveal the true face of evil-the one
controlling the game and its elusive players. Will
the young residents be drawn into the dark
currents surrounding Oasis, or will they break
free, and bring a new light into their spellbound
town? Splendidly crafted, expertly paced, with
richly drawn characters, The Dead Game is a
perfect supernatural thriller...with a touch of
romance.
where-the-dead-walk-a-supernatural-suspense-thriller

The Haunted Walk: The Haunted Ones Book
7 - Michelle Dorey 2021-02-08
Like a broken roller coaster, things go from
scary fun to terrifyingRyan Wheeler's new job
will launch his acting career. He'll be a tour
guide for 'The Haunted Walk Of Villmore'. It's a
pretty sweet gig! Performing live for small
groups will look great on his resume when he
heads to New York for 'real' acting roles. But
from the start, things are strange. His first tour
is with a group of eight people-four elderly
couples who are sweet as any grandparent. But
weird. At the very first stop, one of them
becomes enraged about the ghost story he's
telling. He's trying to tell the tale of a tragic
story of unrequited love, but Doris knows the
truth! It wasn't a love story... it was a murder.
How would this woman know? It happened more
than a hundred years ago!When the tour is over,
walking back home he's followed by an unseen
stranger-a stranger doing their best to terrify
him. And it works; he barely makes it back to his
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place. But the stranger's not finished; it pounds
over and over at his apartment door, trying to
get in! Mustering his courage, Ryan goes to
confront the jerk.But nobody is there. On the
following night things get even stranger. The old
people are back. And once again, they have a
problem with him. Back home after work,
someone's waiting for him... Or is it
'something'?Ryan's about to learn a lot of
secrets. About life...and death. This 'easy job' is
going to cost him everything. Bestselling author
Michelle Dorey's latest stand alone ghost story is
based on a true story. Grab your copy and start
reading! Just don't pay any attention to those
noises at your door.
Bad Omens - Wendy Wang 2020-02-03
The dead leave signs...if you know where to look.
After recovering from a near-death experience,
Charlie Payne's connection to the dead seems to
dry up overnight. But that doesn't stop old
ghosts from trying to commune with her. Or a
clever serial killer from targeting her and the
where-the-dead-walk-a-supernatural-suspense-thriller

whole witch community. When a mysterious
letter arrives, the anonymous sender proclaims
only one thing: I killed your parents. I killed your
aunt. Watch your back, witch. To find the killer,
Charlie must fix her broken link to the dead. For
Charlie, learning to read the signs from the dead
is like learning to walk again, and harder than
she ever imagined. But failure is not an option.
Especially when she finds herself embroiled in a
dangerous game of cat and mouse. The truth will
out but it might just kill her to find it. Bad
Omens is the ninth book in the Witches of
Palmetto Point series. If you like books filled
with supernatural suspense including ghosts,
reapers, demons, psychics, and witches then
you'll love this series. Pick up your copy today
and buckle into this addictive ride, because once
you start reading you won't put it down.
The Jilted: A Creepy Gothic Supernatural Thriller
- Meghan O’Flynn 2018-02-23
Odd Thomas - Dean Koontz 2007-06-29
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Meet Odd Thomas, the unassuming young hero
of Dean Koontz’s dazzling New York Times
bestseller, a gallant sentinel at the crossroads of
life and death who offers up his heart in these
pages and will forever capture yours. “The dead
don’t talk. I don’t know why.” But they do try to
communicate, with a short-order cook in a small
desert town serving as their reluctant confidant.
Sometimes the silent souls who seek out Odd
want justice. Occasionally their otherworldly tips
help him prevent a crime. But this time it’s
different. A stranger comes to Pico Mundo,
accompanied by a horde of hyena-like shades
who herald an imminent catastrophe. Aided by
his soul mate, Stormy Llewellyn, and an unlikely
community of allies that includes the King of
Rock ’n’ Roll, Odd will race against time to
thwart the gathering evil. His account of these
shattering hours, in which past and present, fate
and destiny, converge, is a testament by which
to live—an unforgettable fable for our time
destined to rank among Dean Koontz’s most
where-the-dead-walk-a-supernatural-suspense-thriller

enduring works.
Not Dead Yet - Jenn Burke 2019-02-04
Dying isn’t what it used to be. Wes Cooper was
dead. Then he wasn’t—though he’s not exactly
alive, either. As an immortal not-ghost, he can
transition between this world and the
otherplane, which makes him the perfect thief
for hire. For seventy years he’s made a “living”
returning items to their rightful owners, seeing
his fair share of the bizarre in the process. But
he’s never witnessed murder. Until now. His
latest mission brings him more than he
bargained for: a very-dead actor who is
definitely going to stay that way. It’s just Wes’s
luck that his ex-boyfriend, Detective Hudson
Rojas, is assigned to the case. Hudson broke
Wes’s heart years ago—and could again, given
he’s rocking a hot silver-fox look that shouldn’t
be legal. As they work together to track down
the murderer before anyone else gets hurt, it
becomes clear Wes and Hudson have unfinished
business. And when a secret Hudson’s been
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keeping threatens more than just their
happiness, it might mean the end of their not-life
together—permanently. This book is
approximately 91,000 words
The Lonely Dead - April Henry 2019-01-29
A killer is on the loose, and only one girl has the
power to find him. But in this genre-bending YA
thriller, she must first manage to avoid
becoming a target herself. For Adele, the dead
aren’t really dead. She can see them and even
talk to them. But she’s spent years denying her
gift. When she encounters her ex-best friend
Tori in the woods and then realizes that Tori is
actually dead in a shallow grave—that gift turns
into a curse. Without an alibi, Adele becomes the
prime suspect in Tori’s murder. She must work
with Tori’s ghost to find the real killer. But what
if the killer finds Adele first? In The Lonely
Dead, master mystery writer April Henry adds a
chilling paranormal twist to this incredibly
suspenseful young adult novel. Christy Ottaviano
Books
where-the-dead-walk-a-supernatural-suspense-thriller

The Rook - Daniel O'Malley 2012-01-11
Now a Starz® Original Series "Utterly
convincing and engrossing---totally thoughtthrough and frequently hilarious....Even this
aging, jaded, attention-deficit-disordered critic
was blown away." --Lev Grossman, Time
Myfanwy Thomas awakens in a London park
surrounded by dead bodies. With her memory
gone, she must trust the instructions left by her
former in order to survive. She quickly learns
that she is a Rook, a high-level operative in a
secret agency that protects the world from
supernatural threats. But there is a mole inside
the organization, and this person wants her
dead. Battling to save herself, Myfanwy will
encounter a person with four bodies, a woman
who can enter her dreams, children transformed
into deadly fighters, and terrifyingly vast
conspiracy. Suspenseful and hilarious, THE
ROOK is an outrageously imaginative thriller for
readers who like their espionage with a dollop of
purple slime.
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The Dead Roam the Earth - Alasdair Wickham
2012-09-25
Explores supernatural encounters from around
the world featuring first-hand accounts from
eyewitnesses of ghost and poltergeist sightings,
possessions, Mothmen, demons, witchcraft and
haunted places and offers the latest attempts by
science to explain the unexplainable. Original.
35,000 first printing.
Curse of the Necromancer - Scare Street
2021-06-08
The dead walk. And only one man can end their
reign of terror... For Vincent Donnelly, waking
up in a field in the middle of nowhere was just
the beginning. Frantic and terrified, he has no
idea who he is, or how he got there. Nor does he
know the five dead bodies lying next to him. All
he knows for sure is that he hears whispering in
his head. Voices that are not his own... With no
memories or friends to rely on, Vincent finds
himself drawn to the town of Alder Falls.
Somehow, he is certain this place is connected
where-the-dead-walk-a-supernatural-suspense-thriller

to his hazy past. But the local townsfolk urge
him to leave before nightfall. For when the sun
sets, the dead walk these shadowy streets and
prey upon the living. A chance encounter in town
reveals that the voices in Vincent's head are the
memories of lost souls, trapped within his
shattered mind. Including a powerful
necromancer, who has amassed the army of
corpses plaguing the town. To solve the mystery
of his past, Vincent must exorcise this sinister
enemy from the confines of his mortal shell. But
setting such an evil presence free could unleash
an even deadlier power. A being of pure
darkness, who hungers for Vincent's soul...
The Graveyard Book - Neil Gaiman 2010-09-28
It takes a graveyard to raise a child. Nobody
Owens, known as Bod, is a normal boy. He would
be completely normal if he didn't live in a
graveyard, being raised by ghosts, with a
guardian who belongs to neither the world of the
living nor the dead. There are adventures in the
graveyard for a boy—an ancient Indigo Man, a
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gateway to the abandoned city of ghouls, the
strange and terrible Sleer. But if Bod leaves the
graveyard, he will be in danger from the man
Jack—who has already killed Bod's family.
True Darkness - J C Phelps 2020-02-15
Val is the one people call when they get in
trouble. Whether it's spirits, monsters, or cursed
objects, she will handle it for you. Years after
fleeing her native United States for the gloomy
streets of London, Val gets a call for help from a
friend, one she can't turn down. One that may
get her - and maybe half the city of London killed. Despite her years of working in the
paranormal industry, Val will learn how much
she doesn't know-the entities that stalk
graveyards and the shadowy organizations that
keep tabs on dangerous artifacts-and how much
people she called friends have been keeping
from her. With her soul on the line, Val must
choose between Richard, the man who took her
in when she arrived in England with nothing,
and Beck, the man who taught her what she
where-the-dead-walk-a-supernatural-suspense-thriller

knows... and is hunting Richard. What begins as
helping a friend with a simple cleansing ritual
becomes a fight to the death to keep the true
darkness from spilling into the streets. If you
like paranormal mystery detectives with a strong
female lead, True Darkness is the right book for
you.
The Library of the Dead - T. L. Huchu
2022-02-22
Ropa dropped out of school to become a ghost
talker, and she now speaks to Edinburgh's dead carrying messages to the living - but when she
learns someone is bewitching children she
investigates and discovers an occult library, a
taste for hidden magic, and a wealth of
Edinburgh's dark secrets.
Dead Bad Things - Gary McMahon 2011-09-01
HE SOUGHT TO FLEE HIS TRAGIC PAST, but
when Thomas Usher hears a clockwork voice on
the phone, and sees ever-more disturbing visions
in a derelict warehouse, Usher realizes that he
has to return home - for the sake of his own
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sanity. Meanwhile, a deadly figure from Usher's
past threatens to undermine the very fabric of
reality. File Under: Horror [ Serial Murders |
Hellish Visions | Closet Skeletons | Pilgrim's
Progress ] e-book ISBN: 9780857661289
I Was Jack The Ripper - Michael Bray
2017-10-22
When Jack the Ripper terrorised London in
1888, he would spark a mystery when he
disappeared and his string of violent and horrific
murders ended as quickly as they began, leaving
one of the worlds oldest unsolved crimes in his
wake. Now, in 1907, biographer Charles
Hapgood is about to be visited a man with
astonishing claims that he was the famous
Ripper and wishes to tell his tale before his
coming death. Sceptical at first, Hapgood agrees
to hear his story, only to soon be shown
undisputable proof that his visitor speaks the
truth and is who he claims to be.As Hapgood
listens to the man's tale, he is drawn into a
world of pain, cruelty, horror and sadness as he
where-the-dead-walk-a-supernatural-suspense-thriller

discovers how an innocent child grew into the
greatest living monster the world has ever seen.
As the story unfolds he begins to fear for his own
safety as the man once known as Jack The
Ripper tells his story in his own words, a tale
which goes far beyond the known timeline of his
horrific crimes and reaches new depths of terror
and depravity that Hapgood could never have
imagined.
Walk of the Spirits - Richie Tankersley Cusick
2008-04-17
When Miranda Barnes first sees the sleepy town
of St. Yvette, Louisiana, with its moss-draped
trees, above-ground cemeteries, and her
grandfather’s creepy historic home, she realizes
that life as she knew it is officially over. Almost
immediately, there seems to be something
cloying at her. Something lonely and sad and . . .
very pressing. Even at school and in the group
project she’s been thrown into, she can’t escape
it. Whispers when she’s alone, shadows when no
one is there to make them, and a distant
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pleading voice that wakes her from sleep. The
other members in Miranda’s group project,
especially handsome Etienne, can see that
Miranda is in distress. She is beginning to
understand that, like her grandfather before her,
she has a special gift of communicating with
spirits who still walk the town of St. Yvette. And
no matter where she turns, Miranda feels bound
by their whispered pleas for help . . . unless she
can somehow find a way to bring them peace.
Walking Among the Trees - Frank Oliva
2021-06-22
Walking Among the Trees is a gripping journey
through past sins and present horrors. After
notifying the bishop that a young girl possessed
by an invisible demon must be exorcised
immediately, Father Nathaniel Kerrigan is
shocked when the bishop insists he perform the
ritual. Panicked, Kerrigan calls on his old friend
and trusted mentor, Monsignor Carmichael, to
convince the bishop he should use another priest
instead. But when Kerrigan claims he wants out
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because he has no experience with the
preternatural, Carmichael fears there is much
more at stake than Kerrigan's letting on. As
Carmichael drags Kerrigan on a dark and painful
journey through a secluded nature preserve, it
soon becomes clear the real reason Kerrigan is
so desperate to avoid the confrontation is that
the demon inside the girl has a window into his
hidden past.
Creative Spirit: A Supernatural Thriller - Scott
Nicholson 2010-10-04
"Like Stephen King, he knows how to summon
serious scares." - Bentley Little, The Burning
When artists gather at a remote Appalachian
estate for a retreat, they are unaware that their
energy is feeding something unwholesome.
Sculptor Mason Jackson and dying
parapsychologist Anna Galloway must uncover
the dark secrets of Korban Manor before their
spirits become trapped forever. -------------------CREATIVE SPIRIT A paranormal thriller After
parapsychologist Anna Galloway is diagnosed
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with terminal cancer, she has a recurring dream
in which she sees her own ghost. The setting of
her dream is the historic Korban Manor, and
she's compelled to face the secrets of her soul.
Sculptor Mason Jackson has come to the manor
to make a final, all-or-nothing attempt at success
before giving up his dreams. When he becomes
obsessed with carving Ephram Korban's form
out of wood, even Anna can't divert his bizarre
passion. The manor itself has secrets, with fires
that blaze constantly in the hearths, portraits of
Korban in every room, and deceptive mirrors on
the walls. With an October blue moon looming,
both the living and the dead learn the true
power of their dreams. ---------------- "Scott
Nicholson understands that the best horror
novels achieve primal fear through a
combination of sustained atmosphere, richly
drawn characters, and believable if uncanny
evils that draw unholy power from everyday
lives." --Christopher Ransom, author of The
Birthing House "Keep both hands on your pants,
where-the-dead-walk-a-supernatural-suspense-thriller

because Nicholson is about to scare them off."-J.A. Konrath, Origin "Scott Nicholson is the kind
of writer who always surprises and always
entertains."--Jonathan Maberry, Patient Zero
"Scott Nicholson explores the dark legends of
the southern end of the Appalachian mountain
chain, a nightmare country that ends in Stephen
King's yard."-- Sharyn McCrumb, author of The
Ballad novels Keywords: Stephen King, Joe Hill,
horror books, paranormal fiction, suspense,
mystery, supernatural thriller, ghost story,
haunted house book, scary google books, spooky
ebooks, Dean Koontz, James Herbert, Blake
Crouch, J.A. Konrath, Jonathan Maberry, Scott
Nicholson, Peter Straub, Clive Barker, Adam
Nevill, Sarah Pinborough, ghost hunters,
paranormal investigation, ghosts, John Saul,
Sleeping Beauties, Gwendy's Button Box, The
Shining, Ramsey Campbell, Robert McCammon,
Brian Keene, Christopher Golden, Darcy Coates,
Willow Rose, Ania Ahlborn, Amy Cross, Revival,
Needful Things, Mark Tufo
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A Grimoire Dark - D. S. Quinton 2019-10-21
An Orphan Girl. A Hellish Spirit. A fight for more
than just her life... New Orleans, 1963. When Del
Larouche leaves the St. Augustine orphanage,
she is desperate to build a normal life for herself
and Jimmy, the mentally handicapped boy she
spent years protecting. But when a hellish spirit
is raised from the dark swamps, unimaginable
horrors begin to prey on the lost souls of the
Crescent City, and Del’s soul is the most
coveted. When she learns the truth of her secret
heritage, she is faced with a choice: forego the
gift she was born with for the normal life she
dreams of or embrace her birthright and the
dark consequences that follow. A Grimoire Dark
is the spine-tingling first book in The Spirit
Hunter supernatural thriller series. If you like
black magic, strong female protagonists, and
urban legends, then you’ll love this chilling tale.
Vessel - John Bowen 2014-10-31
Forget all you know.History's biggest secret was
hidden behind legends and lies... From the
where-the-dead-walk-a-supernatural-suspense-thriller

Amazon US/UK Top #100 bestselling author of
WHERE THE DEAD WALK and DEATH STALKS
KETTLE STREET.Running for her life, carrying a
secret with the potential to change what it
means to be human, Holly Reilly turns to the
only person who just might be able to keep her
alive: her estranged husband, ex-special forces
operative, Gabriel Reilly.Caught between two
deadly adversaries, Holly and Gabe are drawn
into a centuries-old conflict poised to spill into
the modern world, promising chaos and
bloodshed.A breathless blend of action and
mystery, faith and fanaticism, Vessel exposes an
unwritten history stretching back to the
Crusades, medieval Europe and feudal Japan as
it races to its final explosive conclusion.What
Amazon verified purchasers are saying -- Heart
stopping, thrilling & utterly fantastic.- This
author is quickly becoming one of my favourites.
He is a master at story crafting, reeling in
readers, and plot twists. - Lots of history in this
book that made me review my knowledge of past
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ages. Killer ending! - My ideal read is an
intelligently written, action packed thriller with
historical details thrown in the mix, and Vessel
did not disappoint... Vessel brings the
excitement of history and intrigue into one can'tput-down page turner. - Plenty of action,
suspense, and lots of thrills. - Grade A. I happen
to be a huge fan of medieval and action/suspense
tales. This story incorporates both themes.- In a
word - Brilliant! Exceptionally well written... Full
of action, danger, a little history mixed with
fantasy, and a beautiful love story. - Action
packed adventure! Like a blockbuster action
movie in paperback.- Terrific book. I had time to
start a book, but like an argument better make
sure you have time to finish it. Absolute cliff
hanger, in spots literally but throughout with
twists and turns. - It has drama and danger. It
has suspense and surprises. There's a hint of
romance, religious musings and a heap of
revenge. Fighting, fear, family, friendship, feuds.
- I loved this story, the phrasing, the unrelenting
where-the-dead-walk-a-supernatural-suspense-thriller

pace, the scope...- By chapter two I was hooked.
The book took an unexpected turn that covered
the crusades and Templar Knights, from east to
west, right to the current time. It was action
packed right up to the end. - nice injection of
history, fantasy, love story. The pace started off
well and gained momentum. Very action-filled
ending. - I loved that the novel was fast paced
from the very beginning, the characters were
interesting, and there was even a bit of romance.
The lead female is a strong, smart woman, not
some boring ditzy girl (thank you). - a wicked
fast paced historical action thriller and so, so
consuming. I recommend it to anyone, literally
anyone. It's a super fun, well-written read and
hey, ya just might learn something along the
way.- I was too caught up in the historical
intrigue and action scenes to consider the
deeper meanings until it was all woven together
at the end. - There is something for everyone in
this book - lots of action, medieval history, secret
societies, epic gun fights - truly an exciting read
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that I didn't want to put down!
The Sense of Death - Matty Dalrymple 2013-12
“A frighteningly meticulous villain and a
formidable protagonist will have readers
breezing through the pages.” —Kirkus Reviews
“Airtight. Crucial plot details lock into place in
the denouement like the tumblers of a Diebold
safe. The characters are clever, real, and
enjoyable, but also organic, their emotions
genuinely wrought; there is no formula for
brilliant writing like this.” —Robert Blake
Whitehill, Bestselling Author of The Ben
Blackshaw Series When a real estate mogul’s
daughter-in-law dies, Philadelphia Detective Joe
Booth suspects the woman’s husband. But
accusing a powerful man’s son of murder is a
risky business, and Booth knows he needs more
to convict than the scant evidence he has. Then
he finds the one person who might be able to
uncover the truth: psychic-for-hire Ann Kinnear.
It’s a last-ditch effort to find something –
anything – to nail down who did it. But soon,
where-the-dead-walk-a-supernatural-suspense-thriller

drawn ever deeper into the vision of a dead
woman whose ghost cries out for justice, Ann
finds herself – and her powers – ensnared in a
web of deceit, betrayal, and death among
society’s elite. Official interest is waning. The
murderer’s tracks are growing cold. But the
dead will not be silenced, and Ann will do
whatever it takes to solve the case of one
woman’s lost life … even if it means endangering
her own. A mix of supernatural thriller and
psychic suspense culminating in a deadly
showdown in a remote Adirondack cabin, THE
SENSE OF DEATH is the first book in the
popular Ann Kinnear Suspense Novels series.
Click “Buy Now” to follow Ann as she pursues
the truth that's wrapped in the sense of death!
KEYWORDS: supernatural suspense novel series
amateur women sleuth senser psychic medium
supernatural paranormal ghosts spirits sensing
suspense thriller murder crime Philadelphia
Pennsylvania Delaware New Jersey
Mystery Walk - Robert McCammon 2011-10-18
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An “impressive” tale of psychic power, Native
American mysticism, and an ancient evil in
Alabama, from the New York Times–bestselling
author of Swan Song (Associated Press). Born
and raised in rural Alabama, Billy Creekmore
was destined to be a psychic. His mother, a
Choctaw Indian schooled in her tribe’s ancient
mysticism, understands the permeable barrier
between life and death—and can cross it. She
taught the power to Billy and now he helps the
dead rest in peace. Wayne Falconer, son of one
of the most fervent tent evangelists in the South,
travels the country serving his father’s healing
ministry. Using his unique powers to cure the
flock, Little Wayne is on his way to becoming
one of the popular and successful miracle
workers in the country. He helps the living
survive. Billy and Wayne share more than a gift.
They share a dream—and a common enemy.
They are on separate journeys, mystery walks
that will lead them toward a crossroad where
the evil of their dreams has taken shape. One of
where-the-dead-walk-a-supernatural-suspense-thriller

them will reject the dark. The other will be
consumed by it. But neither imagined just how
monstrous and far-reaching the dark was, or
that mankind’s fate would rest in their hands
during an epic showdown of good versus evil.
From the author of Gone South, Boy’s Life, and
the Matthew Corbett series, a master of
suspense who has won the World Fantasy and
Bram Stoker Awards, Mystery Walk offers
“creepy, subtle touches throughout [and]
splendid Southern-town atmosphere” (Kirkus
Reviews).
The Haunting of Hill House (Horror Classic)
- Shirley Jackson 2018-12-21
This eBook has been formatted to the highest
digital standards and adjusted for readability on
all devices. Hill House is an 80 year-old mansion
built by long-deceased Hugh Crain. The story
concerns four main characters: Dr. John
Montague, an investigator of the supernatural;
Eleanor Vance, a shy young woman who resents
having lived as a recluse caring for her
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demanding invalid mother; Theodora, a
flamboyant, bohemian, possibly lesbian artist;
and Luke Sanderson, the young heir to Hill
House, who is also the host to the others. Dr.
Montague hopes to find scientific evidence of the
existence of the supernatural. He rents Hill
House for a summer and invites as his guests
several people whom he has chosen because of
their past experience with paranormal events. Of
these, only Eleanor and Theodora accept. All
four of the inhabitants begin to experience
strange events while in the house, including
unseen noises and ghosts roaming the halls at
night, strange writing on the walls and other
unexplained events. Eleanor tends to experience
phenomena to which the others are oblivious. At
the same time, Eleanor may be losing touch with
reality...A finalist for the National Book Award,
The Haunting of Hill House is considered as one
of the best literary ghost stories published
during the 20th century, even by stalwarts like
Stephen King. It has been made into two feature
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films, a TV series and a play. Jackson's novel
relies on terror rather than horror to elicit
emotion in the reader, utilizing complex
relationships between the mysterious events in
the house and the characters' psyches. A must
read!
The Rim of Morning - William Sloane 2015-10-06
In the 1930s, William Sloane wrote two brilliant
novels that gave a whole new meaning to cosmic
horror. In To Walk the Night, Bark Jones and his
college buddy Jerry Lister, a science whiz, head
back to their alma mater to visit a cherished
professor of astronomy. They discover his body,
consumed by fire, in his laboratory, and an
uncannily beautiful young widow in his
house—but nothing compares to the revelation
that Jerry and Bark encounter in the deserts of
Arizona at the end of the book. In The Edge of
Running Water, Julian Blair, a brilliant
electrophysicist, has retired to a small town in
remotest Maine after the death of his wife. His
latest experiments threaten to shake up the
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town, not to mention the universe itself.
Jigsaw of Souls Series Books 1-3 - Scare Street
2022-05-25
Spirits trapped in his head plague a man with no
past... For Vincent Donnelly, waking up in a field
in the middle of nowhere was just the beginning.
Frantic and terrified, he has no idea who he is,
or how he got there. Nor does he know the five
dead bodies lying next to him. All he knows for
sure is that he hears whispering in his head.
Voices that are not his own... This contains
books 1-3 of the Jigsaw of Souls series: Curse of
the Necromancer (Book 1): With no memories or
friends to rely on, Vincent finds himself drawn to
the town of Alder Falls. Somehow, he is certain
this place is connected to his hazy past. But the
local townsfolk urge him to leave before
nightfall. For when the sun sets, the dead walk
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these shadowy streets and prey upon the living...
The Witch's Wrath (Book 2): As he struggles to
piece together his dark past, Vincent finds out
he is not the only one who hears the whispers of
the dead. A local townswoman from the quaint
town of Burnham, Massachusetts has found a
way to communicate with a powerful ghost. And
this malevolent force is bent on transforming
everyone into something less than human... The
Blood Bargain (Book 3): Still with no idea who
he really is or what led him to his fate, Vincent
travels back to where it all started. There,
discovers that he was part a ritual gone wrong in
the past... A ritual intended to use him as a host
for a being of pure Chaos... Join Vincent as he
pieces together the puzzle of his past. Grab your
copy of Jigsaw of Souls Series Books 1-3 today!
Creative Spirit -
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